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A general Laplace transform and its inverse and their generalizations are 
considered in this article. This inverse contains the density functions of quadratic 
expressions in nonsingular as well as singular normal variables and a non-central 
version of linear functions of gamma variables, among others. Various representa- 
tions of the inverse in power series, in gamma series, in Laguerre polynomials, in 
hypergeometric functions and in zonal polynomials are also discussed. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(x) be the density of a real scalar random variable X with the 
Laplace transform off(x) having the form 
L,(s)= g (1 +B,sp} 
i 
exp(-trA-strB+tr(Z+sC)-‘A}, (1.1) 
j=l 
where R(aj) > 0, R( 1 + fij.r) > 0, j = 1, . . . . m', R( ) denotes the real part of 
( ), C is a real symmetric matrix, fit, . . . . fi,,,, m < m' are the eigenvalues of 
C, pi, j=m + 1, . . . . m' are real, A 2 0 and tr( ) denotes the trace of the 
matrix ( ). 
It is not difficult to note that L,(s) in (1.1) is indeed a Laplace transform. 
Some particular cases of (1.1) are the Laplace transforms of some well- 
known cases in statistical distribution theory. Some four examples are 
listed below. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Linear functions of gamma variables. Let U1 = X1 + ’ . . + 
x,9 Xl, . . . . X, are mutually independent gamma variables with parameters 
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(c+, pi) and located at b,, j= 1, . . . . m, B= (b,). Then LJs) with A = 0, 
/Ii = 0, j = m + 1, . . . . m’, is the Laplace transform of the density of Ur. Thus 
&(s) in (1.1) can be looked upon as the Laplace transform of some sort 
of a noncentral version of such gamma variables or noncentral versions of 
linear functions of independent chi squares with “fractional degrees of 
freedom.” 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Quadratic expressions in nonsingular normal variables. 
Let Uz=X’A,X+a;X+d,, A,=A;, X-Z?&,Z), .?I>0 (positive 
definite) and a prime over a matrix denotes its transpose. By direct integra- 
tion the moment generating function (m.g.f.) of U, can be seen to be 
Mu2 = II- 2tC1’2A1zi’2( -Ii2 exp(- $(~‘,z-‘P - 2td,) 
+ ;(p + tCa,)‘C-1’2(Z- 2tZ11’ZA1C1’2)-1T1’2(p + t&,), 
where .Z112 denotes the symmetric square root of 2: > 0 and I( )I denotes the 
determinant of ( ). Then for m = p < m’, a, = . . . = up = 4, 2C”*A, Cl/’ = C, 
rank ofA,, p(AI)=p, A=~~~1~2(A;‘a,+2~)(A~‘a,+2~)‘C-1~2, trB= 
/J’A,~+u~;~+~,-$(u,+~A,/L)‘A;‘(u,+~A,~), flj=O, j=m+l,...,m’, 
the Laplace transform of the density of U2 is L&V) of (1.1). This can be 
easily seen by simplifying the exponent in the m.g.f. of U2. That is, 
x (Z-~LX”~A,~“~)-‘C-“~(~+ t.Tu,) 
= t(d+ $Ap + u’p) +; (,Y1’2u, + 2C1”AIp) 
x (I- 2tC1’2AJ1’2)- ‘(C”‘u, + 2,E”*A,p) 
= -$(A;1u,+2~)~~-1(A;1u~+2p) 
~~A,~fu;8+d,-~(u,+ZA,~)‘A;l(u,+ZA,~) 1 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Quadratic expressions in singular normal variables. Let 
U, = X’A2X+ 4X+ d2, A2 = A;, A’- N&, C), Z> 0, that is, C is positive 
semidefinite, C = B2B2, B, is p x r of rank r < p, p(B,) = r, p(A,) > r. By 
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direct integration and using the fact that there exists a Y such that 
X= p + B, Y, Y N iV,(O, I,) the m.g.f. of U, can be seen to be 
Then for m=r, cc,= ... =a,=$, A = +(B;A,B,)-‘(B;a, +2B;A,p) 
(B;a2+2B;A2p)‘(B2A,B2)-‘, C=2B;A2B2, trB=p’A2p+a&+dd2- 
i(B;a,+2B;A,p)‘(B;A,B,)-‘(B2a,+2B;A,p), bj=O, j=m+ 1, . . . . m’, 
the Laplace transform of the density of U, is L,(S) of (1.1). The simplifica- 
tion of the expression in M,(r) can be done in a similar way as in the 
exponent of M,,(t). 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Traces of noncentral Wishart matrices. Let U, denote 
the trace of a p x p noncentral Wishart matrix with degrees of freedom IZ, 
parameter matrix z, z> 0, and noncentrality matrix Q, that is, 
IV,(n, ,& Q). Then it can be shown, see for example Mathai and Pillai [7], 
that the Laplace transform of the density of U4 has the form 
L(s)=exp{-trQ} fi (1+2s~~)-“‘2e~“+2”4’-’ , 
i 1 
(1.2) 
j=l 
where the 1;s are the eigenvalues of C, P’ZP = diag(l, , . . . . A,), PP’ = Z, and 
the d,is are the diagonal elements of P’IRP. Then in (1.1) if tr B = 0, 
aI= . . . = clp = n/2, p < m’, 21j = pi, j= 1, . . . . p, /Ii = 0, j= p + 1, . . . . m’, 
A = Q the Laplace transform &(s) in (1.1) agrees with L(S) of (1.2). The 
trace of a noncentral Wishart matrix appears as a test statistic as well as 
in other situations. 
The above examples are only a few of the cases which are particular 
cases of (1.1). In this article we will examine the various representations 
of the density f associated with L,(S) of (1.1). A general discussion of 
quadratic forms in normal variables can be found in Johnson and Katz [S] 
and Khatri [6]. Exact and asymptotic distributions of quadratic forms, 
generalised quadratic forms, linear combinations of gamma variables and 
so on have been derived by many authors, see, for example, Geisser [ 11, 
Hayakawa [3,4], Moschopoulos [9], and Provost [lo]. 
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2. VARIOUS REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DENSITY f 
Let U be the real random variable corresponding to L,(s) of (1.1). Let 
T/= U- tr B and let g be the density of V. Then the Laplace transform of 
g is given by 
L,(s)= fi (l+b]s)-*~ 
1 1 
exp(-trA+tr(l+sC)-‘A). (2.1) 
j=l 
Since tr B is a constant, without any loss of generality we need to consider 
only the density of V, that is, the inverse of (2.1). The simplest case that 
one can consider is when pi> 0, j= 1, . . . . m’. Then g will be the density 
of a positive random variable. If /lj> 0, j= 1, . . . . m,, /Ii < 0, 
j=m,+ 1, .,., m,+m,, bj=O, j=m,+m,+l,...,m’ then nonzero parts of 
g exist for V> 0 as well as for V< 0. Thus portions of g have to be 
evaluated separately for the cases I’> 0 and V < 0. We will consider only 
the simplest case pi>, j= 1, . . . . m’. Note that if some fij’s are zeros then 
also the structure of (2.1) remains the same. The procedure for obtaining 
g remains parallel when some of the /?;s are negative. In Examples 1.2 and 
1.3 if A I > 0, A2 > 0, then the /?,‘s remain nonnegative. In Examples 1.1 
and 1.4 the fl,% are nonnegative by definition. Let 
L,(s) = L(s) L(e), (2.2) 
where 8 is a function of s and let L*(0) admit the power series expansion 
L*(e)= f C,Bk 
k=O 
(2.3) 
which is uniformly convergent in some region of s. Let the inverse Laplace 
transform of L,(s) ok exist and be hk(U). Then 
d”)= f Ckhk(u), 
k=O 
(2.4) 
provided this series is uniformly convergent for all u > 0. 
From (2.1) we note that In L,(s) is easier to expand as a power series 
and L,(s) is a differentiable function of s. Let 
In L,(e)=do+ f $8’. 
k=l 
Then from (2.3) and (2.5) one has 
~,=~-~~dk-r~,, co = Lz(O). 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Thus the coefficient ck can be computed from (2.6) by using the dk from 
(2.5). The method described in (2.2) to (2.6) is a known technique. 
2.1. Power Series Expansion 
Note that one can take out sflj from every factor in Lg(s) of (2.1) and 
write 
L,(s)= fi /I-“’ {jcl J l}s-a{.fj (l+y} 
x exp 
i 
-trA+O~I~(l+~)P’}, (2.7) 
where 8 = l/s, tl = a1 + . . . + a,,,,, P’CP = diag(/?, , . . . . /?,), PP’ = Z, the dj’s 
are the diagonal elements of P’AP. Write L,(s) = s-Ix and 
=d,+ f $lk for 
1 
JBI <pj, j= 1, . . ..m’or 1.~1 >- 
k=l mini bj’ 
P-8) 
where 
dk=(-l)k 5 g ~j(;)k+(-~~k+‘kj~ldj(;)k, k>l. (2.9) 
j=1 j=1 
From (2.9) and (2.6) the C;S are available and from (2.7), 
(2.10) 
Let L,(s) Ok=s-(a+k) and its inverse is ~‘+~-‘/T(a+k) and thus we have 
the density of V given by 
(2.11) 
and g(u) = 0, elsewhere. Uniform convergence of the power series in (2.11) 
is discussed in Ruben [ 111. The density of U is available from (2.11) by 
shifting the origin to tr B. If we had started with L,-(s) of (1.1) and looked 
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for a power series expansion then one could derive one in terms of Hermite 
polynomials, see the discussion in Ruben [ 111. The distribution function of 
V is available from (2.11) by term by term integration. 
2.2. Expansion in Laguerre Polynomials 
Laguerre polynomial Lb”‘(x) is defined as follows: 
, (a+r+l)(a+r+2)...(a+k), 
Lb”‘(x) = 1 
(2.12) 
7 k = 1, 2, . . . . a > -1. 
By direct integration one can see that 
s 
co k! 
0 e-sYfir(a+k) 
( y/B)a-‘e-Y’BLt-l)( y//l) dy = (fis)‘(l + /Is)-@+Q. 
(2.13) 
In order to write g(u) as a’series involving Laguerre polynomials one can 
proceed as follows: Let j? > 0 be an arbitrary parameter. Consider, 
where 
in; (1 +/jjs)-*j= fi [l+fiS+~jS-~S]-“f 
j=l j-1 
=(l+pS)-a fi [l-y,e]-*J, 
j=l 
&Bs y.=l-!% 
1+/?s’ ’ 8 
a=a,+ . . . +a,. 
and 
If &(l +sbj)-'=(l +Sp)-' t d,(l-yje)-' 
j=l j=l 
= (l-8) f d,(l -y/q-l. (2.14) 
j=l 
Let t,(s) = (1 - /Is)-” and 
In-W)= -5 cfih(l-~j~)-trA+(l-O) f djj(l-yje)-l 
j=l j=l 
for 
184 
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dk= 5 aj$+k f dj($-yyikP1), k> 1. (2.15) 
j=l j=l 
From (2.15) and (2.6) the C;S are available and cO= 1. The inverse of 
(1 + /Is)-Vk is available from (2.13). Thus one has the density of V in the 
form 
x (v/p)a-‘e-‘/Bqy) 
(UP)> O<u< co, (2.16) 
where the ck’s are available from (2.15) and (2.6), c0 = 1, and the Laguerre 
polynomials are defined in (2.12). 
2.3. Expansion in Gamma Series 
Let /J>O be an arbitrary parameter. Then 
jfil ( +fijs)-aj= 5 [ 1 +$fis+$-f]-” 
j=l 
=(1+/S-’ ijcI ($)-“},fiI (1-6je)-qy 
where 
e= (1 +/3s)-‘, B 
aj=l-B,’ 
a=a,+ ... +amr, 
and 
Let L,(S) = (1 + fis)-” and 
In&(e)= -$ ajln(l-6je)-trA+efi f G(l-6,8)-1 
j-l j=l Bj 
(2.17) 
1 
for lel <------ 
IllaXj ISjl ’ 
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where 
The inverse of (1 + j?~)-@+~) is a gamma density and thus we have 
Va+k-1,-v/j3 
g(v)=k$ock,ja+kr(a+k)’ o<v<al, 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
where the c0 is {&‘L, (flj/fi)-‘j} exp( -tr A} and the ck)s, k> 1, are 
available from (2.18) and (2.6). Again, the distribution function is available 
from (2.19) by integrating term by term. 
2.4. Expansion in Zonal Polynomials 
The general case of (2.1) will be complicated here but it can be handled, 
see Mathai and Pillai [7]. We will consider a particular case here for 
illustrating this method. Let dJY = 0, j= 1, . . . . m, and a, = . . . = a,, = aO. 
Then (2.1) reduces to the form 
L&s)= fi (l+~js)-*o=Ir+sDp, (2.20) 
j=l 
where D is a matrix with eigenvalues @,, . . . . /.?,, and jl+sDI denotes the 
determinant of I+ SD. Let fi > 0 be an arbitrary parameter. Then, 
@D D D -‘O 
= {jfi, Vj/B)V"} t1 + Bs)-“‘” 
xzo;+p &(I-/?D-‘)(l +/Is)-~, 
where C,(I- j?D-‘) is the zonal polynomial of (I- PO-‘) of order k. 
Since we assumed in the beginning that /Ii > 0, j= 1, . . . . m’, (D( # 0. Since p 
is arbitrary we can assume that 11 (I- /IID - ’ ) II < 1 which is the condition 
needed for the expansion in zonal polynomials where II( )I/ denotes a norm. 
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CK stands for the multiple sum over the partition kr, . . . . k,., 
k,3kla ... ak,,,., k,+k,+ ... +k,,=k and 
where, for example, (a), = a(a + 1) ... (a + m - l), (a)o = 1. For a brief 
introduction to zonal polynomials see Mathai and Saxena [8]. The inverse 
of (1 +jKs-(m’Q+k) is the gamma density. Thus in this case, 
,(.,={i; (p,/~)-"}k~~~~c,(z-go') 
j=l 
V m’ao+k- 1 
m’ao+ kI’(m’a,, + k) 
e-dB 
’ 
o<v<m. (2.21) 
When the ais are not equal, as well as when the d,‘s are nonzeros, one 
can still expand g(v) in zonal polynomials. For a discussion of this aspect 
see Mathai and Pillai [7 J. Since the series in (2.21) can be shown to be 
uniformly convergent for all finite v one can integrate g(v) term by term to 
get the distribution function. 
2.5. Expansion in Hypergeometric Functions 
For convenience we will consider the case dB = 0, j = 1, . . . . m. The method 
works in the general case also. When dJ = 0, j = 1, . . . . m one has 
L,(s)= fi (1 +s/?j)-“l. (2.22) 
j=l 
Let /I > 0 be an arbitrary 
m’ 
parameter. Then 
n (1 +spj)-“l= fi
j=l j=l [ 
Bj Pj Bj -'* 1 +“Q+s-7 1 
=fj[(l-$)+$(l+s#?)]-* 
=C,(l +s/!?)-a fi [l -rj(l +@-‘]-=l, 
j=l 
where 
B 
Yjz1-~9 a=a,+ **. +a,.. (2.23) 
j=l 
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Without loss of generality we may assume that Iyi(l +$/I)-‘1 < 1, 
j= 1, . . . . m’, and expand [ 1 - yj (1 + s/3) - ’ ] -J by binomial expansion to 
obtain 
L,(s) = fi (1 + S/Ii) -4 
j=l 
= Cl I(1 +s/3-(a+? r=r,+ ... +rmf, 
R 
where CR stands for 
The inverse of (1 +s/?-@+‘) is ~~+~-‘e-“‘~/[B~+~y(a+r)]. But note that, 
T(cr+r)=(a),f(a)=(a),,+ .,_ +I,,r(a) and (v/j)‘=(~//?)‘~+ ‘..+rm’. Thus 
the density can be written in terms of a hypergeometric function & in the 
form 
g(u) = Cl 
yQ-le-“lP 
Bmf(a) a2(al, . . . . a,,; a; Y1 u/P, . . . . rmsu/19), o<u<co 
where 
42th ,..., ~,;c;x, ,..., x,)= f ..* c 
(61 L, . . . &A, 
r, = 0 
,... r ,(c) .x;‘*-.x$, 
rm=o rl. m. r 
r=rl+ -.. +rm, O<Xi< co, i = 1, . . . . m. 
Some aspects of & and other hypergeometric functions are discussed in 
Mathai and Saxena [S]. 
Remark 2.1. If some of the /Ii’s in (1.1) are zero, some negative, and the 
remaining positive then rewrite (2.1), that is, the Laplace transform of g, 
the density of V, as L,(s) k L:)(s) Lf’( --s), so that the /Ii’s appearing in 
both L!)(s) and LF)( -s) are now positive, so that V= V, - V, where 
both I/, and V, are positive random variables. Compute the densities of Y, 
and I/, separately by using any of the representations in Sections 2.1 to 2.5. 
Then treat V as a linear function of Vi and V, to obtain the density of V. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
Let U be a real scalar random variable with the m.g.f. 
t 2 tr A,+ 2t2 2 tr(Z-22tZ3,))‘Cj i jZ-2tSjl -9 (3.1) 
j=l j=l j=l 
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for I12tBill < 1, Bj = Bj’, Cj = Cj > 0, Vj 2 0, j = 1, . . . . k, where Aj, Bj, and Cj 
are real matrices where all the products are defined; they need not be of the 
same orders and vj is a scalar, j = 1, . . . . k. 
It is easy to note that MU(t) in (3.1) is in fact a m.g.f. Particular cases 
of (3.1) can cover a large number of situations. Some of these will be listed 
here. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let k= 1, B, = B’AB. B a p x r matrix of rank r, 
A is p x p, A= A’. Let C, = B’Ap$AB, ,u is px 1. Let A, = Ap,u’ and 
vi = i for all j. Then the exponent in (3.1) reduces to tp’Ap + 
2t2p’AB(Z-2tB’AB)-‘B’Ap. Now compare with Example 1.3 to see that 
M,(t) is the m.g.f. of a quadratic form Q = X’AX, A = A’, where X is a 
p-variate singular normal with E(X) = p, cov(X) = ,Y = BB’, B is p x r of 
rank r < p. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. In Example 3.1 let r = p, B=L”12, C=.Y > 0. Then the 
exponent in M,(t) reduces to the following form: 
tp’Ap + 2t2p’A.E1’*(Z- 2tC1’2AL’1’2) -‘C1’2Ap 
= t,u’A,u + &u’C-“~[(Z- 2tL’1’2AC1’2) -Z] 
x [Z- ~LX”~A~“~] -‘[(I- 2tC1’2AE”2) -Z] L.- “*p 
= - $.dC-$4 + fp’.z -‘/2[& 2&/2,@/2] -lC-l+ 
This is the m.g.f. of a quadratic form in the nonsingular normal case. See 
also Example 1.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let k=l, B,=C=C’>O, AI=C-‘Cl, v,=n/2, nap, 
n = 2, 3, . . . . 52= $-‘C1~-‘. Then the exponent in M,(t) reduces to 
t tr A, + 2t2 tr(Z- 2tz)-‘C, 
=ttrA,+itrz-I[-((I-22tz)+Z][(Z-2tC)+Z] 
x(z-2tC)-‘[-(z-2tz)+z]-‘C, 
= -tr52+$tr(Z-22tC)-‘G?. 
Now Mu(f) is the m.g.f. if the trace of a non-central Wishart matrix; see 
also Example 1.4. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let k = 1, C1 = 0. Then M,(t) represents the m.g.f. of a 
linear combination of independent relocated gamma variables. If all the 
nonzero eigenvalues of B, are distinct then all the gamma variables have 
the same shape parameters. If all the eigenvalues are distinct and if v1 = 1 
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then U represents a linear combination of independent exponential 
variables. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let Bi’s be scalars and Cj = 0 for all j. Then U represents 
linear combinations of independent gamma variables with location 
parameters tr Aj, scale parameter 2Bj, and shape parameters vj, j = 1, . . . . k. 
If Cj’s are non-null then U can represent a “non-central” version of such 
a linear combination. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let Bj= Cj> 0, Aj=C,:‘Cj, 52,= fC,:iCjL,:l, vj=nj/2, 
j= 1, . . . . k. Let Y, be a pi x pi non-central Wishart, that is, Yjw 
WP,(nj, zji, Qj), then the m.g.f. of Uj= tr Yj is 
see also Example 3.3. Then U = tr Y, + ... + tr Y,, where Yi, . . . . Y, are 
independent non-central Wishart matrices. Note that since Bj can be 
written as Bj = b,B,*, where bj is a scalar U can also represent a linear 
combination of traces of independent “non-central” versions of relocated 
matrix-variate real gamma variables. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let Bj = 0 for all j. Then U can represent a scalar normal 
variable. 
3.1. Representations of the Density of U 
Let Bj and Cj be of the same order. Consider the simplifications, 
tr(Z- 2tBj)-‘Cj = tr(Z- 2tQjBjQj)-‘Q,lCjQj 
= 2 (1 -2tn;j))-y;jl, 
r=l 
where Qj is an orthogonal matrix such that QjBjQj is diagonal with 
diagonal elements A?, r = 1, . . . . pi, and f ij) is the rth diagonal element of 
QiCjQj. Let a? be the rth diagonal element of Aj. Then 
k Pi 
x n n (1-2#“)-“J 
r=l r=l 
for 12tA:j)l < 1 for all r and j. 
Let A!j) # 0, I = 1, . . . . p;, A!j) = 0, r = pj + 1, . . . . pj. Then by using the 
techniques in Examples 3.2 and 3.3 one can simplify Mu(t) to the form 
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M,(t) = exp 
i 
--c+at+bp+l 5 2 flj’ 
ZjE1 r=, ($j’)Z (1-2tP-1 
r I 
x i 2 (1-2#“))“J, 
j=l r=l 
(3.3) 
where 
j=l r=p;+l 
(3.6) 
Note that from the conditions in (3.1), b 2 0. Hence we will consider two 
cases, one when b = 0 and the other when b # 0. 
Case 1. b = 0. In this case let V= U - a where a is defined in (3.5). Then 
the density of V can be represented by using the representations given in 
Section 2.1 to 2.5 when A?) > 0 for j = 1, . . . . p,‘, r = 1, . . . . k, and if some of 
the A? are negative see Remark 2.1. Hence we will not repeat the various 
representations here. 
Case 2. b # 0. There are practical situations where b # 0. One such case 
is the m.g.f. of a quadratic form or quadratic expression in the singular 
normal case where one can get a situation of b # 0. When b # 0 one can 
write 
where 
M,,(t) = exp{at + bf2}, b > 0. (3.7) 
Thus U can be taken as U = Z, + Z2, where Z, and Z2 are independent 
real scalar random variables, Z, is normal with mean value a and variance 
2b, and Z2 can be looked upon as a linear combination of non-central 
versions of independent gamma variables with m.g.f., 
&At) = ev 
{ 
-,+$ 2 f!” (I_ 2p-1 
2,,, ,=I (1(q2 r I 
x fi fi (1-2tl!“)-“J. 
j=l r=l 
(3.8) 
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Various representations of the density of Zz are available from Sections 2.1 
to 2.5 when 1”’ > 0 I = 1 p;,j= 1, . ..) k. We will illustrate the method of 
deriving the densit; of u’6h one such representation. Consider the power 
series representation in Section 2.1 for the density of Z2, assuming that 
p > 0. 
Let fi be the density of Z2. Then using the format in (2.7), one has 
&.(s)=s-“{ fi fi 
j=l r=l 
(2pp}{ fi fi (1+&)-“I} 
j=l r=l 
x exp 
i 
-c+$,;: 2 - ’ f!j) (l++j-lj, (3.9) 
,‘I r=l Gw3 
where 
s= -t, 8=s-‘. 
i-1 ,‘=I 
Then using the formula in (2.6), one has 
c,=exp{ -c} h fi (21!‘)-“j 
i j=l r=l I 
(3.10) 
and 
d -F i f [vj/(J;j))m] m- 
j=l r=l 
+(-l)m+lm k pT 
2 ,sl ,zl (A!;:+23 m+l 
ma 1. (3.11) 
, 
Thus the density of Z,, denoted by f2(z2) is given by 
(3.12) 
where the c,‘s are available from (3.11), (3.10), and (2.6) and v is defined 
in (3.9). 
The density of Z,, denoted byf,(z,), is given by 
flh)=e 
- (21 - &*s2 
BJIZ;; ’ 
-~~0~~<~~1,-co<at(<co,fl>O,u=a,~*=2b, 
where a and b are given in (3.5) and (3.6). Thus the density of U= Zl + Z2, 
denoted by g(u), is given by 
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g(u)= 5 cm [* Wv+m- I 
m=oqv+m) 0 
e-(l/28*)(u--w--.)2(jw 
@5c 
7 --co<u<co 
=mgor(vy;yJ; WY+m-le-(l12a*,(W~-2~(~--a))~~~ 
(3.13) 
The integral in (3.13) can be evaluated by using a parabolic cylinder 
function or using the integral 
s 
m 
X s-1~-Yx2-*xdx= (2y)-s'2r(s)exp 6? D- 
0 id ‘(5) 
for R(y) > 0, R(s) > 0, where R( ) denotes the real part of ( .). This integral 
may be seen from formula 3.462(l) of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [2], where 
D-s(+2-S/2e-z2/4 {(&/r(F)) ,F, (;;f;f) 
where , F, is a hypergeometric series. From (3.13) s = v + m, y = 1/2jL12, 
6 = - (-(u - a)/fi’). Substituting these values one has the density in the 
form 
x{(l/I(“+;+‘)) lF,(y;;;g) 
x ,FI 
v+m+l 3 (U-U)2 .-.- 
2 ‘2’ 2p )i 
I, (3.14) 
where v is available from (3.9), c1= a, j?’ = 2b, a and b are available from 
(3.5) and (3.6), and c,‘s are available from (3.11), (3.10), and (2.6). 
Similar procedures can be used to work out the density of U when the 
other representations are used for f2(z2). 
The procedures discussed in Johnson and Kotz [S], Khatri [6], and 
Ruben [ 111 for checking the error bounds, if the exact distributions of 
Section 2 are approximated by the first few terms of the series representa- 
tions, and the rate of convergence are directly applicable in our cases. 
Hence the discussion of this aspect is omitted. 
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